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Abstract 

This paper presents & study of three clliferent algorithms for the paralleliza

tion of logic programs based on compil~time detection of independence among 

goals &nd the use of fork a.nd join constructs. The study starts by revisiting 

their definitions as proposed in the literature, proposing extensions to them ill 

various ways, a.nd suggesting clliferent possible improvements on these exten

sions. Comparison of the clliferent alternatives is carried over mainly through 

examples, discussing the trade-offs involved. 

1 Introduction 

ludependence bas been since some time identified as a desirable principle to allow 

JHLraJiel execution in (constraint) logic programs. The importance of independence 

lies in the fact that it has been shown to ensure both correctness and efficiency of the 

twrallel execution (10] . By this we mean that the parallel execution returns (at least) 

t,hc same solutions as the sequential execution, that all those solutions are correct, and 

tluil. the "no-slowdown" property is preserved, i.e. that, under certain assumptions, 

l"trallelized programs will at the minimum not run any slower than their sequential 

rounterparts (and, hopefully, run much faster). These properties are arguably quite 

clrsi rable in practice. 
The rule is generally applied at the level of granularity of goals (i.e. Goa/lndepen

tlence): the units which are determined to be independent and executed in parallel 

AtC the subtrees associated with a given set of goals in the resolvent. Furthermore, 

It is usually also applied in a restricted (i.e. fork and join) fashion: computation is 

forked in the resolvent into the separated subtrees which will execute in parallel, and 

rr•11urned after completion by joining the answers returned. The rule can however 

• 'J'hi11 work waa fw1ded by ESPRIT project 6707 uParF'orce" and CICYT project TIC93-0976-0. 
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be applied again to the new goals in subsequent resolvents thus possibly generating 

additional parallelism within each subtree. This is a. well understood concept already 

present in different ways in the work of [5, 9, 12, 13) and others, which is now known 

as Independent And-Parallelism {lAP). Strict Independence [10) is arguably the most 

often used property in selecting goals to be run in parallel in the context of the inde

pendent and-parallelism model. Non-Strict Independence [10] extends the previous 

one and relaxes it. Search Independence [6) and its related concepts generalize the 

notions in tbe former two in several ways. 

It turns out that independence is in general undecidable at compile-time since it 

depends on run-time instantiations of variables. On the other hand , checking inde

pendence of a set of goals in the resolvent at run-time is not always straightforward, 

and in general implies sufficient conditions which can be checked prior to the execution 

of the goals involved. These conditions, in turn, should be accomodated by (hopefully 

inexpensive) checks. But this is not the only source of run-time overhead: there is also.

a cost involved in having to consider all possible combinations of goals in all resolvents 

for parallelization. An interesting way of reducing both sources of overheads is to mark 

at compile-time selected literals in the program for parallel ~ecution and, when in

dependence cannot be determined statically, generate parallelization tests which will 

minimize the independence checking overhead for the goals arising from such literals. 

These are the motivating ideas behind the standard lAP model [9, 12, 10). In gen

eral, given a collection of literals in the program which have been selected for parallel 

execution, we would like to be able to generate at compile-time a condition i...cond 

which, when evaluated at run-time, would guarantee the independence of the goals 

which are instantiations of such literals. Furthermore, we would like that condition 

to be as efficient as possible, hopefully being more economical than the application 

of the definition. 
In the following, we will summarize the above process for the case of strict inde

pendence. Consider the set of conditions which includes "true", "false", or any set, 

interpreted as a conjunction, of one or more of the tests ground( :c), indep(z, y), where 

z and y can be goals, variables, or terms in general. Let ground(z) be true when z 

is ground and false otherwise. Let indep(:c, y) be true when z and y do not share 

variables and false otherwise. If the literals 91, ... , 9n to be parallelized are consid

ered in isolation, rather than as part of a program, an example of a correct i...cond 

is {ground(x)IVx E SVG} U{indep(z,y)IV'(z,y) E SVJ}, where SVG and SVI are 

defined as follows: 

• SVG ={vI "3i,j, i :/:- j with v E vars(gi) and v E vars(gj)}; 

• SV I = {(v, w) I v (/; SVG and w (/; SVG and 3i,j, i < j with v E vars(gi) and 

wE vars(gj )}. 

It is easy to see that in genera] a groundness check is less expensive than an inde

pendence check, and thus a condition, such as the one given, where some independence 

checks are replaced by groundness checks is obviously preferable. It is important to 

point out that., for efficiency reasons, we can improve the conditions further by group

ing pal rs in SV I which share a variable z, such as (z, Yl) , ... , (z, y11 ), by writing only 
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one pair of the form (z, {y11 ••• , YnD· By following on this idea SV I can be defined 

in a more compact way as a set of pairs of sets as follows: SV I = {(V, W) such 

that 3i,j, i < j, with V = vars(g;)- SVG and W = vars(gj)- SVG} . In many 

implementations this "compacted" set of pairs is less expensive to check than that 

generated by the previous definition of SVI. -
If the above condition is satisfied the literals are strictly independent for any 

possible substitution, thus ensuring that the goals resulting from the instantiations of 

fiUch literals will also_ be strictly independent. Bowev~r. when considering the literals 

il1volved as part of a clause and ~ithin a program, the test can be simplified since 

strict independence then only needs to be ensured for those substitutions that can 

appear in that program. This fundamental observation is dearly instrumental when 

using the results of program analysis in the process of automatic parallelization. 

Once there are sufficient conditions to check the independence of goals, there 

remains the problem of deciding which combinations of goals are to be run in parallel , -

M d annotating them with suitable checks. In [14] three algorithms were defined 

to perform this task at compile-time for Strict (and restricted) lAP, namely MEL, 

CDG, and UDG. These algorithms have been since modified and extended i~ various 

ways. We present these extensions in the following. The algorithms are studied w .r .t. 

the task they were designed for , automatic parallelization based on independence, 

disregarding the particular notion of independence used for building the run-time 

checks. However, examples are given for the case of Strict lAP. 

2 Automatic Parallelization 

We consider the &-Prolog. language as a vehicle for expressing goal-level, restricted, 

independent and-parallelism.1 For our purposes, &-Prolog is essentially Prolog, with 

the addition of the parallel conjunction operator "~" (used in place of "," -comma

when goals are to be executed in parallel), and a set of paral1elism-related builtins, 

which includes the groundness and independence tests already described. For syn

Lnctic convenience an additional construct is also provided: the Conditional Graph 

Expression (CGE). A CGE has the general form (i...cond => goah a goa/2 ~ ... 

t goalN) where i_cond is a sufficient condition for running goali in parallel under 

Lhe appropriate notiot_l .of independence, in our case the one described in the previ

ous section. &-Prolog if-then-else expressions and CGEs can be nested in order to 

n eate richer execution graphs. One advantage of &-Prolog is that it respects Prolog 

flyntax and thus it is possible to view the parallelization process as a source to source 

Lrnnsformation. Such a transformation is called an annotation. 
Annotators are thus concerned with identifying the opportunities for parallel ex

c·cution in programs, The aim of the annotation process is to part it ion the origin~! 

program into processes which are independent and which can t~us be safely run m 

pn.rallel. This task is performed as source to source transformations of the program 

I Note, however-, that the &-Pr-olog language is rich enough to express vnre.lricted and-para.IJcliem, 

"nd allevels of granularity other than the goal level. 
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in which each clause is annotated with parallel expressions and checks which encode 

t.be notion of independence used. 

'Example 1 A possible CGE for the goals a(v), b(x,y), c(y ,z) under strict inde

pendence would be: 

... • a(v), (ground(y), indep(x,z) => b(x,y) a c(y ,z)), .•• 

An alternative would be: 

... , (indep(v ,x), indep(v,z), indep(x,z), ground(y) 
=> a(v) t b(x,y) t c(y,z)), 

and yet another alternative: 

... , (indep(v,[x,y]) -> (a(v) t b(x,y), c(y,z)) 
; a{v), (ground(y), indep(x,z) => b(x,y) a c(y,z))), 

and so on. 

Note that, given a clause, several different annotations are possible . . Different 

heuristic algorithms implement different strategies to select among all possible parallel 
expressions for a given clause. 1 

The annotation process is divided into two subtasks. The first one is concerned 

with identifying the dependencies between each two goals in a clause and the minimum 

number of tests for ensuring their independence, based on the sufficient conditions 

applicable. The second one is concerned with the core of the annotation process, 

namely to apply a particular strategy in order to obtain an optimal (under such 

a strategy) parallel expression among all the possibilities detected in the previous 

step, hopefully further optimizing the number of tests. In the rest of this section we 

introduce the first step and a simplification function for tests which can be applied in 

both steps, when information about the program is available, to reduce the checks. 

It must be taken into account that, in general, side-effects cannot be allowed 

to execute freely in parallel with other goals. Although smarter approaches can be 

taken, no side-effect builtin or procedure calling a side-effect builtin is considered 

for parallelization by the (instances of the) algorithms we have studied. Also, some 

limited knowledge regarding the granularity of the goals, in particular the builtins, is 

used. As a result the only kind of builtins allowed to be run in parallel are certain 

meta- calls. 

2.1 Identifying Dependencies 

The dependencies between ·goals can be represented in the form of a dependency 

graph . Informally, a dependency graph is a directed acyclic graph where each node 

represents a goal and each edge represents in some way the dependency between the 

connected goals. A conditional dependency graph (CDG) is one in which the edges are 

adorned with sufficient conditions . If those conditions are satisfied, the dependency 

does not hold . In an unconditional dependency graph (UDG) dependencies always 

hold , i.e. conditions are always "false." 

... uu 

l';xrunple 2 Consider a clause body with the goa14 of Example 1. 

'/'lie left-to-right precedence relation for the 8(w) 

qoals in the 6ody of the clause can be repre

~rnted ttsing a directed, acyclic graph in which, 

using the rules described in Section 1, we as
sociate with each edge which connects a pair of 

literals the sufficient condition for their strict 

•udependence, thus resulting in tht dependency 

graph attached . 

2.2 Simplifying Dependepcies 

b(x,y) 
ground(y), i.ndep(x,z) 

c(z,y) 

The annotation process can be improved by using compile-time information provided 

either by the user or by an analyzer. Local and global analyses have been define<\ · 

for thjs purpose [1) . The improvement is then based on identifying tests which are 

ensured to either fail or succeed based on this information: if a test. is ensured to 

succeed, it can be reduced to true; if a test is ensured to fail , it can be reduced to 

false. If the condition labeling an edge is reduced to true, the edge can be eliminated. 

On the contrary, if it is reduced to false, the edge becomes unconditional. 
For any clause C, the information actually known at every program point i inC 

can be expressed in what we call a domain of interpretation G I: a subset of the first 

order logic theory, such that each K E GI defined over the variables in C is a set of 

formulae (interpreted as a conjunction) representing facts about the variables of C. 
For any program point i of a clause C where a test Ta on C variables is checked, 

the simplification process of such test, based on an element tt; E GJ defined over the 

variables inC, is defined by refining 1i to yield T[ == improve(Tt, tt; ), where: 

improve(Tt, tt;) == else if tt; I-Tt then true 
{ 

if 3t E 1i s.t. tt; 1- -.t then false 

else for some t E 1i {t} U improve(Tt \ {t}, tt; U {t}) 

His important to note that there is an implicit restriction on the selection oft E 1i 
in the above definhion of improve: the order in which t is selected can influence 

the result of the improve function. Consider tt; == {ground(z) - ground(y)} and 

11 == {ground(x), ground(y)}, then, by selecting first ground(y) the final result is 

T/ = T; == {ground( x), ground(y)}, whereas by selecting first ground( z) the final 

result is T{ = {ground(x)} C Tt, which is simpler. Thus, at least a restriction on 

the selection to first pick up conditions which do not appear as consequents in any 

atomic formula of tt; should be considered. Also, for strict. independence, a restriction 

to pick up groundness checks before independence checks can be considered (this one 

justified by the lower cost of groundness checks w.r.t. independence checks). 

3 The MEL Algorithm 

This algorithm is based on a heuristic which tries to find out points in the body of a 

clause where it can be split into different expressions [14]. One such point occurs where 
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a new variable appears. Consider a goal in a clause which has the first occurrence of 
a variable in that clause, and this variable is used as an argument of another goal to 
the right. of the first one. The condition in Strict lAP which must bold for two goals 
which share variables establishes that these variables must be ground; obviously this 
is not. the case for such two goals, and thus this is a point where it is not appropriate 
to annotate a parallel expression. 

The algorithm proceeds in this manner from right to left, i.e. from the last goal 
of the body to the neck of the clause. The clause body is then broken into two at the 
points where shared new variables ·~ppear , and a parallel expression (a CGE) built for 
the right part of the sequence split. In proceeding backwards the underlying intention 
is to allow capturing the longest parallel expressions possible. An equivalent heuristic 
will proceed forwards but split the body at the second occurrences of new variables. 

Example 3 Consider the clause h(I) : - p(X , Y), q(X, Z), r {I), a{Y, Z). The original 
definition of MEL will compile it into the f ollowing &- Prolog parallel expression: 

h(X) :- ground(X) => p(I,Y) a q(I,Z), 
indep(I,Y), indep(I,Z) => r(I) a a(Y,Z) . 

Note that the body is split at q(I ,Z) and not at p(I, Y) , the 
1
largest ezp~ssion be

ing achieved in this way. Note also that the first CGE does not have the condition 
indep(Y, Z) since this condition is automatically satisfied by virtue of the fact that Z 
is a new variable. 

3.1 Generalising MEL 

Recall the considerations in Section 2 on the process of automatic parallelization. Let 
a CDG be built for each clause in the program being annotated. We now propose a 
new version of the MEL algorithm, based on CDGs, in which its main heuristic is 
made independent of strict independence. Thus, the algorithm can be now applied 
to different notions of independence. 

Let C = H : - Band B = (B1 , ... ,Bn}. Define K, = {K.(B;)} where K.(B,) E GI 
is the set of the relevant items of information for the independence notion under 
consideration which are known to be t.rue before executing B; . Define I= {I(B1, Bj) I 
i ~ i} , where I (B,, Bj) -are the sets of conditions such that B, and Bj are independent, 
which are already simplified w.r.t . K.(Bc), i .e. these are the labels of the CDG for the 
clause C. The algorithm starts with a sequence B of goals (init ially the body of the 
clause C) and computes its correspondent parallel expression D as follows: 

1. Let B = (Bt , ... , B,). Find the largest p such that for some B,,p < i ~ q : 
I(B, , B;) = {false} . 
[f there is no such p, then let p = 0, Bl = () and B2 = B . Else, let Bl = 
{Bt , ... , B,) and B2 = (Bp+1 1 ••• , B,}. 

2. Let I Conds = improve(U,<;<• Z(B; , Bj ) , X:(Bp+l)) be the simplified set of oon-
•<i<• 

ditions for goals in B2 to be Independent. 
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3. Therefore, the &- Prolog parallel expression corresponding to B2 is 

D2 = (( 1\ goal(z)) => Bp+t& .. . &B,} 
a:eJCon.U 

where goal(z) is the &- Prolog goal which satisfies the condition z . 

4. If Bl = (), then D = D2 . . Else, D = (Dl , !J2} where Dl is the &- Prolog 
parallel expression corresponding to Bl. 

F.xample 4 Consider the clause in Example 9. Under strict independence, and wi~h 
o simple local analysis, we have the following: 

X:(p(X, Y)) = { :free..not_aliased(Z)} 
Z(p(X, Y}, q(l, Z)) = {ground{I}, in-iep(Y, Z)} 
X:(q(I , z)) = {free..not..aliased(Z)} 
I( q(X, z) , r(l)) = {ground( X)} 
Z1 ( q(I, z), s(Y, z)) = {ground(Z), indep(l, Y)} 
I(q(X, Z),s(Y, Z)) ={false} 
X:(r(X)) = 0 
I (r(X), s(Y, z)) = {indep(X, Y), indep(I , Z}} 

So C will be compiled into the following &- Prolog parallel expression: 

h(X) :- ground(l) => p ( I,Y) a q(I,Z), 
indep(I,Y), indep(l,Z) => r(I) a a(Y,Z). 

Note that the first CGE does not have the condition indep(Y ,~) since this condition 
is automatically satisfied by virtue of the fact that free..not..alused(Z) E X:(p(I, Y)) . 

The expressions that the new definition of MEL pr~d.uces for ~he case of strict 
independence are always the same as those which the ongm~l algonthm wo~ld have 
produced. The benefits of the new definition consist in makmg MEL apphcable to 
non-strict (and possibly search) independence. 

4 The UDG Algorithm 
This algorithm starts with a graph G(V, E) which ~s ~ UDG, where all depend~n
cies are unconditional. The algorithm seeks to maxJ mlZe the amount of parall~hsm 
possible under these dependencies. This is achieved if for . any two goals for whtch a 
dependency is not present, they are annotate~ to be run t.n. parallel - thus, no _loss 
of parallelization opportunities occurs. For thts, the transttlve dependen~Y. relattons 

g goals represented by the graph edges, are considered, and condttlons upon 
amon ' · · · I 1 d th ' t these established. Recall in the following that the UDG ts tranSltive y c ose , us 1 
holds that Vx, y E V · :r: dep* Y <=> (y, :r: ) E E. . . 

The UDG algorithm works as follows [14] . It starts w1t~ the ~t of ~ndependent 
goals 1 = {p E v 1 Vx E V-,3(:r:,p) E E} , those which do not have mcommg edges. A 
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set of partitions PP = {P E 21 I Vp E P · 3z E V · z dep* p} is then built, 80 that 
there is at least one goal in V- 1 for each of these partitions P which depends on all 
elements of P. These goals are grouped together 80 that V Pi E P P · Q; = { z E V I 
Vp E P1 • z dep* p} . In this context, no loss of parallelism can occur when converting 
the graph into a linear (parallel) expression, if and onJy if V Pt P2 E P P, 

• Pt n P2 = 0 v P1 n P2 = P1 v P1 n P2 = P2, and 

• Pt n P2 = Pt => Vqt E Q1 , q~ E Q2 · 92 dep* 91 

Under such conditions, the corresponding parallel expression ezp(V) is built ~p 
by combining pairwise the subexpressions from the following rules, VP1P2 E PP if: 

• Pt n P2 = 0 then a subexpression is ezp(P1 U Q1)&ezp(P2 U Q2) 

• Pt n P2 = Pt then a subexpression is ezp(Pt U Qt)&ezp(P2- Pt), ezp(Q2) 

Note that no loss of parallelism occurs using the expressions implied by these two 
rules, because for a transitively closed graph it holds that V Pt P2 E P P: 

• PJ n p2 = 0 => Vql E Ql I 92 E Q2 . ..,91 dep*92 A -.q2 dep*~l 

• Pt n P2 = Pt => Vqt E Qt, q2 E Q2 · ..,q1 dep*q2 

Example 5 . Consider the clause h : - p(X) , q(Y), r(X), a(I, Y). There are uncondi
tional dependencies for r (X) on p(I) and s(I, Y) on p(I) and q(Y), and a de
pendency {labelled ground(X) for a(I , Y) on r ( I ). UDG will regard the latter as 
unconditional and compile this clause (applying the second rule above) to: 

h : - ( p(I), r(I) ) t q(Y) , a(I,Y). 

4.1 Extending UDG 

In reaJ program clauses, usually bodies are transformed to UDGs which are not tran
sitively closed. We will consider extending the algorithm to these cases. From the 
definition of the partitions in P P, it always holds that VP1P2 E P P · P1 ¢ P2 and: 

(1) Pt n P2 = 0, or (2) Pt n P2 = Pt , or P1 n P2 = P2, or 

(3) P1nP2=Ps.t . P;f0,P:fP1,P¢P2 

The UDG algorithm finds out the best linearization of the dependency graph in 
such a way that no loss of parallelism occurs. For thls to be possible, the body of a 
given clause must fit into either case (1) or a special sub-case of case (2). In order 
to extend the algorithm to deal with all possible cases, the following possible graph 
linearizations have to be considered : VP1P2 E PP, if 

1.. P1 n P2 = 0 then ezp(P1 U Ql )&:ezp(P2 U Q2) 

2. P t n P2 = Pt and 
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(a) Vq1 E Q1 , q2 E Q2 · q2 dep* fll then ezp(Pt U Q1)&ezp(P2- Pt ), ezp(Q2) 

(b) Vq1 E Qt , fl2 E Q2 · -.q2 dep* qJ then 

i. at the loss of parallelism between Ql and Q2 

ezp(P1 U Q1)&ezp(P2- Pt), ezp(Q2) 

ii. at the loss of parallelism between Q1 and P2- P1 

ezp(P1)&ezp(P2- Pt), ~zp(Qt)&ezp(Q2) 

(c) 3qt E Q1,q2 E Q2 · 92 dep* fl l then 

i. at the loss of paral.lelism between 92 E Q2 and flt E Qt s.t. -,q2 dep* 91 

ezp(P1 U Q1)&ezp(P2- Pt), ezp(Q2) 

ii. at the loss of parallelism between Q1 and P2 - Pt 

ezp(Pt)&ezp(P2- Pt), ezp(Ql U Q2) 

iii. being Qr~ = {q1 E Ql j 3q2 E Q2 · q2 dep* qt} and Qu = Ql- Qu 

ezp(P1 U Qn )&ezp(P2- P1), ezp(Qu)&ezp(Q2) 

at the loss of parallelism between Q11 and P2 - P1 and also between 
fl2 E Q2 s.t. Vqt E Qt · '""fl2 dep* flt and Qu 

3. P1 n P2 = PI P ¢ 0, P :f Pt , P ¢ P2 then ezp(P1 U P2 ), ezp(Ql U Q2) at the 
loss of parallelism between q2 E Q2 and P1 E P1 - P and aJso fll E Ql and 
P2 EP2- P 

The original UDG algorithm deals with cases 1 and 2a . . The natur~ extension 
of the algorithm to be able to deal with the whole of case 2 ts t~ make 1t fo~ce t~e 
tiSsumption that the required condition in case 2a holds and let 1t be~ave as m. thts 
case. Trus leads the extended algorithm to take into account cases 2~b)t and 2(c~t.. To 
make the extension complete, it has to also deal with case 3, for whlch ·the part!ttons 
involved are considered as a single one: a new partition is built up from the unton of 
the other ones. Note that each of these extensions implies a loss of parallelism. 

4.2 Improving UDG 

"J'he proposed extension to the UDG algorithm seems to b~ t.h~ most ~a~~r.al , al-
th h at the cost of having to drop the objective of maxtiDlZtng posstbthttes for 

oug · ffi · f th parallelism. Furthermore, when it is considered . w.r.t . the execution e ctency o e 
parallel expressions it obtains, it turns out that tt may be more profitable to perform 
the extension in a different way. 

This can be seen with a simple experiment. Consider all the possible parallel 
expressions listed above for a situation like case 2 and let Pt = {Pt} , P2 = {Pt, P2}, 
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Ql = {qu, q12} and Q2 = { q2} be the minimum sets which fulfill the conditions in 
that situation . Suitable goals can be defined so that the conditions in Case 2 of pre
vious subsection hold, yielding the following expressions: 

2(b)i (Pl, qu, q12)&P2, q2 2(c)i (Pt, qu , q12)&p2, ·q2 2(c)ii P1&p2, qu&q12, q2 · 

2(b)ii Pl &p2, (qu, q12)&q2 2{ c)iii (Pt, 912)&p2, qu&q2 

Let us now consider giving to- each of the goals a measure of an upper bound 
on its granularity and computing all possible combinations of granularities of all the 
goals. The efficiency of each of the possible parallel expressions proposed above can 
be computed and are shown in Table 1. There, the percentage of combinations where 
each parallel expression behaves best is shown. The percentage includes the situations 
where all the expressions behave the same, thus the total percentage can add up to 
more than 100%. 

11 2(b)i 11 0 18 22 23 24 24 24 24 24 24 II 
11 2(b)ii 11 100 100 97 95 94 93 92 92 91 91 II 

2(c)i 0 12 15 16 16 17 17 17 17 17 
2(c)ii 100 100 96 93 92 91 90 89 88 88 
2(c)iii 0 12 12 11 11 10 10 10 10 9 

Table 1: Performance test for parallel expressions 

From the table, it is dear that the best parallelization strategy corresponds to 
the second option in both cases. This is due to the fact that this strategy performs 
a better load balancing of parallel tasks with goals which are already balanced (i.e. 
have almost the same granularity, as with maximum grain of 1 or 2) or for which 
the differences in grain are not high . When a bigger difference is allowed (increasing 
the maximum permitted goal grain) the average efficiency of this strategy lowers a 

bit, while the first strategy (that pointed out in the previous section) progressively 
behaves better , but in any case the asymptotic values seem to stabili~e. 

Therefore, the best ·parallelization strategy, which should be used to extend the 
UDG algorithm, is that of cases 2(b)ii and 2(c)ii. [n both cases the strategy is the 
same: a parallel expression is built up for the P; goal partitions and separately for 
the Q; ones and these two are annotated for sequential execution. 

It is worth noting that this result points out the importance of having granularity 
information on the goals being annotated, so that the annotators could take granular
ity into consideratitm in the load balancing algorithms. Unfortunately, having good 
measures for the granularity of goals is a difficult task.2 In the absence of information 
on granularity, the parallel~ation strategy herein presented should be pursued. 

On the other band , it turns out that an algorithm exploiting this strategy has to 
locally consider the goals to be annotated . When the whole of a clause is considered 

2 Although interesting progress is being made recently- see (7, 8]. 
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(liS it is the case in an UDG), many different i~t~nces of the ~ossible cas~ listed 
nbove arise. If a grouping of goals such as the part1t10ns the algonthm makes IS done, 
the s trategy does not perform as intended. Note that the cases in which this strategy 
111 based cause sequentialization of all elements of Q1 UQ2 w .r.t. all elements of Pt UP2. 
'J'hus, it suggests parallel expressions similar to those which will be obtained with the 
U DG original strategy if all elements of Q1 U Q2 depend on all elements of P1 U P2. 
Therefore, the new strategy sugg~ts a grouping of p~rtitions which when applied to a 
whole clause derives in too many "imaginary" dependencies being created. Therefore, 
this strategy should be applied in a goal-to-goal fashion, increment~y. creating the 
required dependencies based on a pairwise consideration of goals. A similar approach 

to an algorithm in this style is presented in [4). 

5 The CDG Algorithm 

'T'his algorithm is quite close to the previous one. In this case conditional depen
dencies present in a CDG G(V, E) are considered. To do this, all possib!~ states. of 
rornputation which can occur w.r.t. the conditions present in the graph are constd
••red and the body goals annotated in the best parallel expressions achievable under 

Lhes~ conditions. The algorithm, as originally designed [14], starts with the same ~t 
J of independent goals as above. The main difference relies in that goals dependmg 
unconditionally on goals in I are not coupled to them (i.e. the close relation upon 
each P; and corresponding Q; in the UDG algorithm is not followed here). On the 
contrary the CDG algorithm focuses on the conditional dependencies in the graph. 

Conslder the set D = V - I of dependent goals. The sets of conditions other than 
11false" in labels of edges between goals in I and goals in D, IConds = {label((p, z)) ::f 
false 1 {p, z) E E,p E J, zED}, and in labels of edges among goals in D , DConds = 
{ICJbel((x,y)) =F false 1 (.:c,y) E E,r.,y ED} are built. The algorithm proceeds by 
incrementally building up the parallel expression er.p as follows, let I= {Pto · · · ,pn}: 

( 1) if D = 0 then er.p is (Pt & . .. &pn} 

(2) if D =F 0, !Conds = DConds = 0 then er.p is built using UDG 

(3) if D ::/= 0, !Conds = 0, DConds ::/= 0 then e:z:p is {p1& .. . &pn , er.pt), where er.p1 
is recursively computed for G(D, E1) being E1 = E \ { (p, r.) E E I P E I} 

( 4) if D ::/= 0, !Conds =F 0 then exp is built up from the boolean combinations of 

the elements of !Gonda 

For each boolean combination C the graph G(V, E) is updated as if the conditions 
in C bold, that is, all conditions in labels of edges of E which are implied by elements of 
C are deleted and all labels with conditions which are incompatible with some element 
of C rewritten into "false." Note that an edge can be removed if its label becomes 
void (i.e. "true") . In [14] an algorithm to perform t.his upda~ing in the parti~ular 
case of Strict lAP is presented. The parallel expressions comm_g out of recurs1vely 
applying the CDG algorithm after thjs updating are annotated as if-then-elses and 

combined in a simplified form. 
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Example 6 Consider a clause p(V, X, Y, Z): - Vis I + 1, a(V), b(I, Y), c(Y, Z) with 
the goals of Example 1. CDG will consider all possible alternatives and yield: 

p(V,X,Y,Z) :- V is 1+1, ( ground(Y) -> a (V) & b(X,Y) & c(Y,Z) 
; a (W) & (b(l,Y) , c(Y,Z)) ) . 

whereas UOG will yield: 

p(W,X,Y,Z) :- V is 1+1 , a(W) a (b(l,Y), c(T,Z)). .. . 
and MEL will annotate it as: 

p(V,l ,Y,Z) : -Vis 1+1 , ground(Y) => a(V) & b(l,T) a c(Y,Z) . 

From the examples it can be thought that the heuristic applied by COG is the 
best of the three presented. However in real cases and without accurate information I the number of tests created by CDG may yield significant overhead, making the other 
two approaches more practical (see [2]). 

5.1 Improving CDG 

The algorithm is focussed on annotating all possible parallel expressions which c&n 
be exploited based on the different situations which may occur at execution- time. It 
avoids dealing with unconditional dependencies and focusses on conditions present in 
the graph . Thus, in case (3) of the algorithm, an unconditional parallel expression ia 
built for elements in I followed sequentially by another expression recursively com
puted for the rest of the goals. No consideration is done in this case regarding the 
unconditional dependencies which could occur for other goals on goals in J. The UDG 
algorithm , on the other hand, does this, and groups goals depending unconditionally 
on those of I together and with those on which they depend, building an expression 
for the different groups of goals made. An extension of the COG algorithm in this 
di rection will extract from the CDG the subgraph of unconditional dependencies on 
goals of I (for the case m entioned above) and behave as U DG, then returning back 
with an updated graph to the original algorithm. This extension will allow a one-to
one correspondence between both algorithms, so that expressions built up by UOG 
wiiJ always be the worst case subexpression of that built by CDG (as in Example 6). 

Example 1 On the contrary, consider the clause of Example 5. The original CDG 
algorithm will compile it to a very different expression from the one in that example: 

h : - p(X) t q(Y), ground(l) => r (I) & s (X,Y). 

Further extensions of the C DG algorithm in the same direction can be done. The 
heuristic that this algorithm exploits of considering aiJ combinations of conditions can 
be replaced by the UDG strategy of partitioning the graph into strongly dependent 
groups of goals. In this case the effect would be that the parallel expressions be
ing annotated will look like conditional expressions nested inside unconditional ones. 
This turns out to be a different algorithm than CDG: it will consist in the same 
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' 1 1 )G algorithm performing not only on unconditional edges of the _graph bu.t. also 
1111 rouditional ones, but in turn annotating these latter with the requued co~~1bons. 

Au algorithm in this style wiJJ work as follows. It will com~~t~ part1t10ns as 
lu OG, but, unlinke this one, the partitions will always be dl~Jomt .. ~bus, an 
111 11 onditional parallel expression can be built for the subexpress1ons an smg from 
1111 urHively applying the algorithm to these partitio~ . Let I = {p .E V I V:c E 
\' .:J( :z:, p) E E} be the set of independent goals, as 10 UDG. We build t.he set of 
11111 

Litions SS = {S(p) 1 p E I} ~y tr&nsitively following the dependency links (but 
without transitively closing the graph G(V, E)): 

Vp E I · S(p) ~ {p} U {:c E VIz dep*p 1\ ~p' E 1 · :c dep*p'} 

Starting with graph G(V, E), and given S ~ V, let restrict(S, E) = {(:c, Y) E E I 
1111 

E S}. Let update(C, E) denote a function which updates a set E of Iabelle~ . 
111 ii(CS w.r:t. a condition C, as in the CDG algorithm. Let also select(~) denote a 
f

1111
ction which selects a condition from a set L of them. The new algor1thm can be 

•n•n•na.rized (2) in the two following steps which build the expression exp(V~ E): 
• if 3! S E SS then ezp(V, E) is (cond => up(S, update(cond, r estriCt.(S, E)))} 

where cond = select({label((:c,y)) I :c,y E S}) 
• else, SS = {S1 , ... , Sn}, the~ e:cp(V, E) is (e:cp(S1, E1)& ... &e:cp(Sn, En)} 

where ViE [1, n] · E; = restrict(S,, E) 

tr. ·Xfunple 8 Consider the clat~se h(I ) : - p(X), q(Y), r (I), s(Y). There is an uncondi
l;onnl dependency for a(Y) on q(Y) and a dependency labelled with ground(X) for 
1 (X) on p(X) . While CDG will annotate it as: 

h ( X) :- ground(X) -> p(X) t r(l) a ( q(Y), s (Y) ) 
; ( p(X) , r (l) ) t ( q(Y) , a(Y) ). 

u11d UDG will annotate it as: 

h(X) :- ( p(X), r(X) ) a ( q(Y), s(Y) ) . 

which is the worst case $Ubexpression of the expression above; the new CDG algorithm 
wilt annotate it as: 

h(X) :- ( ground(I) => p(I) t r (l} ) & ( q(Y), a(Y) ). 

ln this rather simple example, the last expression is equivalent to the expression 
of C DG. However, this is not always the case, and t.he new algorithm behaves better 
for clauses with big bodies (which sometimes pose serious problems to CDG - see 
[2]) . The reason for this is that the new algorithm behaves in a stepwis_e m anner, fi~st 
ullowin_g unconditional parallelism to be annota~e?, and then p~stpomog the co~sJd
cration of the conditions until no more uncondltJO~al parallehsm can be. explo1ted. 
Note that there is an implicit choice in the definitiOn of the select functiOn, where 
there is room enough for different heuristics. · 
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Finally, it is important to note that, although CDG and UDG are both inherently 
applicable to different notions of independence, they may not be valid in all cases. 
The reason is that both of them freely alter the original order of the goals in a clause 
when they have been found independent. This is always done under the assumption 
that being the goals independent, they can be run in parallel, and thus their order in 
the program text is not relevant. Although this can be true for strict independence, 
since it is a transitive notion, it is not always applicable in non-strict or search 
independence, where the conditions may depend on 'the order of the goals [10, 6). 

6 Conclusions 

We have studied three different algorithms for automatic parallelization of logic pro
grams, previously proposed in the lit~rature. Their definitions have been revised · 
and completed in some cases, and several possible extensions have been suggested. 
The study points out the importance of considering different alternatives for paral
lelization, but designing good heuristics (probably based on information about goal 
granularity) to select among them. The role of compile-time available information, 
and thus program analysis, has also been identified. Current Work demonstrates the 
usefulness of analysis for this purpose [1). 

Although very interesting, it is out of the scope of the paper, and subject of current 
work, the comparison of the original and new definitions of the algorithms from the 
performance point of view. A comparison between the different algorithms can be 
found in [2] . Regarding future work, one important issue is the automatic exploitation 
of non-strict independence for whjch automatic parallelization technology is becoming 
available [4) . The applicability of the algorithms studied is currently being considered, 
and it seems feasible in some cases. Another important potential improvement may 
be to detect parallelism at other levels of granularity than the goal level used in our 
study, as suggested in [11, 3). Finally, we also will have to consider extending our 
study to the automatic parallelizatioo of CLP programs, using as a starting point the 
generalized notions preSented in [11, 6) . 
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Optimizing Logic Programs with Finite-Domain 
Constraints * 

Nai-Wei Lin 

Department of Computer Science a.nd Information Engineering 
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Chiayi, Taiwan 62107, R.O.C. 

Abstract 

Combinatorial problems are often specified deda.ra.tively in logic progn.ms with 

constraints over finite domains. This paper presents several program transfor

mation and optimi.zation techniques for improving the performance of the clua 
of programs wit.h finite-domain constraints. The techniques include planning the 

evaluation order of body goals, reducing the domain of variables, and planning 

the instantiation order of variable values. The techniques are based on the 
information about the number of solutions of combinatorial problems. Since the 

decision versions of many combinatorial problems a.re NP-complete, if P :F NP, 

there is no polynomial time algorithm for computing the number of solutions for 

combinatorial problems. This paper presents a simple greedy approximation al
gorithm for estimating th·e number of solutions fot combinatorial problems over 

finite domains. Based on this simple algorithm, a. class of flexible polynomi&l 

time algorithms i.e also developed. 

Introduction 

Many problems arising in artificial intelligence and operations research can be for
mulated as combinatorial problems. A combinatorial problem can be a constraint 
satisfaction problem or a combinatorial optimization problem. A constraint satisfac
tion problem involves a set of n variables, a domain of values, and a set. of constraints 
on the variables. A solution to such a constraint satisfaction problem is an n-tuple of 
1\Ssignments of domain values to variables such that aU the constraints in the problem 
n.re satisfied. Usually, either a single solution or all solutions are sought. A combina-
torial optimization problem can be viewed as a constraint satisfaction problem, which 
is further subject to an objective function (a maximization or minimization function) . 

"This work was aupported in part by the Nation&! Science Foundation of USA under uant number 
CCR-8901283 and the National Science Council of ROC under grant number NSC-83-0408-E-194-

010. 



Familiar problems that can be formulated as combinatorial problems include boolean 
satisfiability, subgraph isomorphism, graph coloring, etc. 

Combinatorial problems are often specified declaratively in logic programs with 
constraints over finite domains. This paper will examine in particular the class of 
programs whose constraints involve only comparison operato111 (=, ::f:, >, ~. <, $ ). 
These logic programs are usually solved by tree search algorithms: backtracking [12], 
intelligent backtracking [1], for~ard checking, looking ahead , or branch and bound 
algorithms [4, 14]. The performance of the tree search algorithms depends heav
ily on the evaluation order among domain-value generators and among constraints [5]. and the instantiation order of domain values to variables, that is, the order in 
which domain values are generated by generators [3}. For ordering the evaluation 
among generators and constraints, existing logic programming systems either dynam
ically order the evaluation of subgoals (1, 4, 14), which will inevitably incur some 
runtime overhead, or use very primitive information for static ordering (12], which 
only achieves restricted benefits. For ordering the instantiation of domain values to 
variables, no existing system supports this feature yet. This paper presents several 
program transformation techniques for statically planning the subgoal evaTuation or
der and the instantiation order of domain values to variables. These techniques allow 
automatic transformation of declaratively specified programs into more efficient pro
grams. T he techniques are based on the information about the number of solutions 
of constraint satisfaction problems. Moreover, knowledge about the number of solu
tions of constraint satisfaction problems can also be applied to reduce the domain of 
variables. 

The decision versions of many constraint satisfaction problems, such as boolean 
satisfiability, subgraph isomorphism, and graph k-colorability, that decide whether 
there exists a solution satisfying all the constraints in the problem are NP-complete (2] . 
Thus if P ::f: NP, there is no polynomial time algorithm for computing the· number of 
solutions for constraint satisfaction problems. Rivin and Zabih (11] have proposed an 
algorithm for computing the number of solutions for constraint satisfaction problems 
by transforming a constraint satisfaction problem into an integer linear programming 
problem. If the constraint satisfaction problem has n variables and m domain values, 
and if the equivalent programming problem involves M equations, then the number 
of solutions can be determined in time O(nm2M-n). . 

We are interested in finding algorithms for computing an upper bound on the 
number of solutions for constraint satisfaction problems over finite domains of dis. 
crete values. Thls paper presents a simple approximation algorithm based on the 
greedy method. Based on this simple algorithm, a class of flexible polynomial time 
approximation algorithms is also developed. A user can choose the appropriate algo
rithm according to specific efficiency and precision requirements. These algorithma 
are particularly useful for programs whose constraints are explicitly expressed as a set 
of constraints involving comparison operators. In general, it is very difficult to infer 
nontrivial number of solutions information for this claSs of programs without consid
ering the net effects of the set of constraints. Estimation of the number of solutions 
for this class of programs bas not been addressed in previous work (13, 15]. 
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Figure 1: An example of a consistency graph 

Number of Solutions of Constraint Satisfaction 
Problems 

In this paper we only consider the following class o_f binary con~traint s4tisfaction 
bf . (binary CSPs)· a binary CSP involves a fin ate set of vanables 2:1, • • ·• Zn, a tirO ems . d f b' ary constraints finite domain of discrete values d1 , ... , dm, an a set o unary ?r 10 

• 
on variables, namely, constraints involving only o~e or two var1a~les. A solut1on ~ ch CSP is an n-tuple of assignments of domaJn values to var1ables such that. ~~e c:nstraints in the problem are satisfied. The appro:mn~tion of ~-ary CSPs (1.e., 
with constraints involving n variables) by binary CSPs IS d1scussed 1.D [10] . 

The set of constraints on variables can be represented as a ~raph G = (V, E), 
called a consistency graph. Each vertex ViJ in V denotes the ~1gnment of a ~alue 
d · to a variable z, , written Zi +- d;, for 1 $ i $ n and 1 $ J ;; m. There 18 an 
edge (v v h) between two vertices v,.,, and v,,h if the two assagnments z,. +- d, 
and z/~ dh satisfy all the constraints involving variabl~ zp and z, . The two 
assignments are then said to be consistent. The ~t of vertlces V; = { Vi,l• • • ·, v;,m} 
corresponding to a variable z1 is called the 4Uagnment. set o~ Zi· Th_e order of a 
consistency graph G is (n, m) if G corresponds to a CSP ~volV!ng n var1ables ~d m 
domain values. Because two distinct values cannot be ass1gn~ to the same var1able 
simultaneously, no pair of vertices in an assignn:'ent set are. adJacent. Therefore, the 
consistency graph of a CSP involving n variables 18 an n-partate grap_b. As an example, 
the consistency graph for the problem (3-queens) with the set o~ v~raables {z~, 2:2.' ~3}, 
the domain {1, 2, 3} and the constraints z; :f: Zi and ZJ =/= z,±(J-a) , for 1 $ 1 < J - 3, 
is shown in Figure 1. · . · d •ta 

A I . of a graph G is a subgrapb of G such that 1t bas n vertlces an 1 n n-c 1que . · · bl · vertices are pairwise adjacent. Since a solut ion 1 to a CSP p mvolvmg n vana ~ 1.8 
an n-tuple of assignments of domain values. to v_ariabl~ such that~ the constr~nta 
in p are satisfied, every pair of assignments m & lB consas~ent. Thus, if t~e constramts 
involve only conjunctions, then 6 corresponds to an n-dique of the conslB_tency _graph 
of p, and the number of solutions of pis equal to the number of n-chques 1n the 
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consistency graph of p; if the constraints involve also disjunctions, then the number 
of solutions of p is bounded above by the number of n-diques in the consistency 
graph of p. Therefore, the problem of computing an upper bound on the number of 
solutions of a CSP is reduced to the problem of computing an upper bound on the 
number of n-diques in the corresponding consistency graph. 

We will use K(G, n) to denote the number of n-cliques in a consistency graph G. 
Let G = (V,E) be a graph and .Nc(v) ={wE VI (v,w) E E} be the neighbo,.. 
of a vertex v in G. The adjacency groph of v with respect to G, Adic(v), is the 
'ubgraph of G induced by Nc(v), i.e., Adic(v) = (Nc(v), Ec(v)), where Ec(v) is the 
set of edges in E that join the vertices in No(v). The following theorem shows ~bat 
the number of n-cliques in a consistency graph can be represented in terms of the 
number of (n -1)-cliques in the adjacency graphs corresponding to the vertices in an 
assignment set. 

Theorem 2.1 Ld G 6e a consistency groph of order (n, m). Then for eoch tulign
ment set V = {vt, ... , Vm}, K(G, n) = ~1 K(Adjc(vi), n- 1). 
Proof Let Gi be the subgraph of G induced by Nc(vi) U {vi}· Since bo pair of 
vertices in V are adjacent, K(G, n) = E~1 K(Gi, n). Since "' is 1adjacent to every 
vertex in Nc(vi), K(Gi, n) = K(Adic(vi), n- 1). 0 

Using Theorem 2.1 directly, the computation will require exponential time 0( m" ). 
ro make it practical, therefore, we need to find a way to combine the set of subgrapba 
Adic(vt), ... , Adjc(vm) in Theorem 2.1 into a graph H such that K(H, n- 1) is an 
Jpper bound on K(G, n). 

To derive an upper bound on K(G, n) for a consistency graph G of order (n, m), 
Ne extend the representation of a consistency graph to a weighted consistency graph. 
\ weighted consistency graph G = (V, E, W) is a consistency graph with each edge 
: E E associated with a weight, W(e), where W : V x V - N is a function that 
LSSigns a positive integer to an edge {u, v) if {u, v) E E, a.nd assigns 0 to (u, v} if 
:u, v) ~ E. The aim is to use the weights to accumulate the number of n-cliques 
nformation. 

The number of n-cliques, K(G, n), in a weighted consistency graph G of or
fer (n, m) is defined as follows. Let S be the set of n-cliques of G and H = 
VH, En, Wn) E S be an n-clique. We define K(H, n) = min{Wy(e) I e E EH }, 
md K(G, n) = LHes K(H, n). The intuition behind this formulation involves an 
•perat ion on graphs and will become clear shortly. Let the weighted consistency 
;raph corresponding to a consistency graph G = (V, E) be G' = (V, E , W), where 
.V(e) = 1, for all e E E . Then we have K{G, n) = K(G', n) by definition. Thua we 
an focus on weighted consis.teocy graphs from now on. 

We now define a binary operator e, called .graph addition, on two weighted oon
istency graphs. Let G, = (V, E1, Wt) and G2 = (V, E2 , W2) be two weighted consis
eocy graphs with the same set of vertices. Then Gt e G2 = (V, E1e2. Wte2), where 
?:1e2 = Et U E2, and W1e2(e) = Wt(e) + W2(e), for all e E E1e2· Graphs G, and G2 
.re said to be the component graphs of G1 EB G2. The intuition behind the definition 
·f the number of n-cliques in a weighted consistency graph G is that for each n-clique 
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11 of G, K(H, n) = k implies that H appearti in af ~.ost k component graphs ?f G. 
' l'ho following theorem shows the effect. of graph addition on the number of n-chques 

lu Lhc graphs. 

'l' lt orem 2.2 Ld G1 = (V,Et, Wt) ond G2 = (V,E2, W2) 6e two weighted
0

con4il
lr.ucy graphs of order (n, m) . Then K(G1 e G2, n) ~ K(Gt, n) + K{G2, n). 

' l'he theorem is proved by a straightforward case an.alysis. We ~ow d~fine th~ we;:ht) 
of a.o edge in a weighted adjacency graph as follows. Let AdJc(~) - (VA, ~· A 
h

11 
the weighted adjacency graph of v with respect to a wetghted conslSten.c_: 

~.mph G = (V,E,W). For every edge {u,w) .e. EA,_we define WA({u,w)) ~ 
win(W((v, u}), W((v, w}), W({u, w))). This defirutlon .wtU lead to the same resul 
fur weighted consistency graph as Theorem 2.1 for conststency graph. 

Theorem 2.3 Let G 6e a weighted consistency graph of order (n, m). Then for eo.Cia 
assignment .set V = {v,, ... , vm}, K(G, n) = E~1 K(Adjc(v,), n -1). 0 

By Theorems 2.2 and 2.3, we. have the following theorem. 

Theorem 2.4 Let G be o. weighted con.sistency graph of o.rder (n, m). Then for each 
assignment set V = {v,, .. . ,vm}, K(G,n) ~ K(EB~lAdjc(vs),n-1). 0 

We are now ready to present a simple greedy algorithm for computing an .u~per 
bound on K(G, n) for a weighted consistency graph G of ord~r (n, m). The bas1c tdea 
is to apply Theorem 2.4 repeatedly to a ~quence of ~onsecut1vely. smaller graphs. By 
lltarting with the graph G' at each iteration, one assignment set IS ~e.moved from the 
graph and a smaller graph is constructed by performing graph ad~ttlOn on the se~~f 
1\djac~ncy graphs corresponding to the vertices in the removed asstgnment set. e 
algorithm is shown as follows: 

Algorithm n-cliques(G = (V,E, W), n,m) 
l. begin 
2. Gt := G; 
8. fori := 1 ton- 2 do 
4. Gi+l := EBj=1 Adjc;(ViJ); 
5. od 
6. return E ee£,._, Wn-t(e); 
7. end 

Let " = nm be the numJ:>er of vertices in the graph ~d e the number of edges 
in the graph. The ~ime complexity of the n-cliques a.lgonthm can be shown to be 

O( tl~e:~~·investigate three methods for improving the esti~ation precision ~f then
cliques algorithm: (I) network consis~ency, (II) exact erpanston, and (ill) auagnment 

memorization. . . ·fi · ffi · lass (I) Since basic backtracking algorithms may mcur s1gn1 cant me ctency: a c 
of net~ork consistency algorithms has been proposed to improve the effictency of 
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backtracking algorithms [5, 8, 9, 10]. The idea behind the network consistency algo
rithms is as foUows. Each individual constraint in a CSP only makes the local consis
tencies (consistent assignments between two va._riables) explicit. Through exploiting 
so~e global consistencies (consistent assignments among more than two variables), we 
m1ght remove beforehand some of the domain values from consideration at each stage 
of a backtracking algorithm. We can use the same idea to reduce the consistency 
graph by removing the edges (lo~ consistencies) that are unable to satisfy global 
consistencies. A consistency graph G is said to be.1-consistent if for every (1- I)
clique H = (V, E, W) in G, there exists at least one vertex t1 in every assignment 
set, apart from those assignment seta containing the vertices in V such that the su~ 
graph induced by V U { t1} is a 1-clique. To incorporate an algo;ithm k-consistency, 
which achieves k-consistency of a graph, into the n-diques algorithm, we can jWit 
repl~ce the for~ula E9;':1 Adj~( v;.;) in the n-diques algorithm by formula E9j=

1 
1-. 

conslstency(Ad;c(viJ )). The t1me complexity for the network consistency algorithnia 
that achieve 2-consistency and 3-eonsistency are O(n,m2) and O(n3m5) respectively 
[8, 9]. 

(II). The exact expansion method tries to balance the precision of the. formula in 
Theorem 2.3 and the efficiency of the one in Theorem 2.4. ~he intent is to fi.rst use 
Theorem 2.3 some number of times to exactly generate some subproblems, then use 
Theorem 2.4 to approximately solve the expanded subproblems. Each time Theorem 
2.3 is used, the time complexity of the entire algorithm will increase by a factor of 
O(m). 

(ill) . In the n-cliques algorithm, the weight of an edge e at the end of the a-th 

iteration denotes the number of component graph sequences A1 , .•. , A; in which the 
edge e occurs, where AJ is the component graph in which the edge e occurs at the jth 

iteration. Or equivalently, it denotes the number of partial assignments to variables 
z1, ... , z; with which the two assignments corresponding to the edge e are consistent. 
Due to the lack of partial assignment information, graph addition is performed with
out knowing to which partial assignments the weight contributes. The assignment 
memo~ization ~ethod t ries to memori2e the weight as well as some partial assign
ment mformat1on so that we can take advantage of this information and perform 
graph addition in a more precise way. Operationally, to memorize the most recent 
variable assignment, each edge of the weighted consistency graph needs to maintain 
an array of m weights instead of a single weight. At the end of the a-th iteration of 
the n-cliques algorithm, the jlh element of the weight array of an edge e, W(e)[.11, 
corresponds to the number of partial assignments to variables z 1, .. • , z; to which e 
contributes with z; - dJ . Therefore, let Gi+l = (V, E, W) be the graph at the end of 
the jth iteration, and Adia;(v;J) = ("'J ,EJ, WJ) be thejlh adjacency graph at the a-th 

iteration. For ea~ edge e E E, we have W(e)[.Jl = E~1 Wj(e)[k]. The memorization 
of k variable assignments will cost the entire algo~ithm a factor of O(mt) in both time 
and space. 

We now give the experimental performance of the algorithms described above. 
Experiments are performed on a set of randomly generated consistency graphs. The 
edges in the graphs are chosen independently and with the probability 0.75. The 
probability 0.75 is chosen so that the graphs have reasonably high density to have a 
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rrnsonable number of cliques. Apart from the n-cliques algorithm_, w~ also inc~rpo
rat.e network consistency, exact expansion and assignment memorlZatl~n algont~nu 
Into then-cliques algorithm. The 2-consistency and ~consistency algonthms acb1eve 
respectively 2-consistency and 3-consistency for each constructed adjacency ~aph; 
the !-expansion and 2-expansion algorithnu apply Theorem 2.3 one~ and twu:~ ro-
11pectively; the l-memori2ation and 2-memorization algorithms memonze r~pecttvely 
the most reeent one and two variable assignments. We apply each algonthm to 16 
random graphs for each of the orders ( 4,4), (5,5), : . . , (8,8). . 

The performance results are shown in Figure 2. Figures 2(a), 2(c).- 2(h) dlBplay 
the relative error of the algorithms "!ith respect to the order of the conslStency gr~phs. 
The relative error is defined as (K- K•)jK•, where K and K• denote, respecttvely, 
the estimated and the exact number of n-cliques in the graph. The results show that 
the relative error of the algorithms increases as the order of the graph grows. Because. 
t.be number of graph additions performed increases as the order of the graph grows, 
the estimation error accumulated via graph addition also increases. Furthermore, 
t~ince the number of n-cliques in a graph usually grows exponentially with ~espect to 
ibe order of the graph, the growth rate of the relative error is also very high: Howe~er, 
ihe relation between two exact solutions usually also reflects upon the corresponding 
estimated solutions. This result is shown in Figure 2(b ). Here we compare the 
relation between two exact solutiona with the relation between the two corresponding 
estimated solutions for aU pairs of the 16 random graphs. The relativity ratio is the 
ratio between the number of pairs that preserve the relation and the total number 
of pairs The results also show that the low-order network consistency algorithms do 
not work well for dense graphs. In general, as the density of graphs becomes higher, 
the graphs are more likely to be low-order conaist~nt. On th_e o~her ban~, the exact. 
expansion and the assignment memorization algonthms can stgruficantly 1mprove the 
estimation precision for dense graphs. 

3 Transformation and Optimization Techniques 

The algorithms presented in the previous section are partic~arl~ use~ for progr~ 
whose constraints are explicitly expressed as a set of constramts mvolvmg compar180n 
operators. Given the domain information about t~e variables in t~e constr~ta,1 

the consistency graph corresponding to the constramts _can be. effioently b~tlt by 
using simple integer interval arithmetic and set ~anipulatlons. _G1ven _the conststency 
graph, nontrivial number of solutions informat10n can be effictently_ Inferred as weU 
by using the presented algori.thnu. This section uses an example to illustrate sev~ral 
program transformation and optimization techniques based on the number of soluttona 
information, and gives experimental measurements on a set of he~chmark programs. 
The measurements are conducted using SICStus Prolog and runnmg on Sun4. 

The benchmark programs include a crypt-arithmetic problem: t~e send-m~re
money puzzle (7) ; the eight-queens problem; the five-houses puzzle_(7]; &~ob scheduhng 
problem [14] ; a boolean satisfiability problem: a liar puzzle [7]; the mag1c 3 x 3 square8 

1 Domain information can be inferred at compile time [6] or declared by tUM:n [14]. 
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1uuhlrm [7) ; a map coloring problem (1]; and a network Bow problem. The example 
l' '"hlem is a job scheduling problem [14). The problem is to find schedules for a 
tu ujt•cl lhat satisfy a variety of constraints among its jobs. Typical constraint.e in 
jnll "rheduling problems include precedence constraints, which specify the precedence 
lltuung the jobs; disjunctive constraint&, which indicate the mutual exclusion among 
111 1'1 jobs due to the sharing of resources; and many other constraints. An example of 
111 rredence constraints is given by the following predicate: 

111 ocedence_constrainta (SA ,SB,SC,SD,SE,SF ,SG,SEnd) :-
66 >= SA + 2, SC >= SA + 2, SD >= SA + 2, SE >= SB + 3, SE >= SC + 6, 
SP >= SD + 6, SG >= SE + 2, SG >= SF + 3, SEnd >= SG + 1. 

II rrc variables SA, . . . ,SEnd represent the starting time of jobs A, ... , End. The con
"trnint 'SB >= SA + 2' specifieS that job A takes 2 units of time to complete and job' 
II can be started only after job A has completed. Job End is a dummy job denoting 
I, he end of the project. An example of disjunctive constraints is given by the following 
Jlredicate: 

cUaj_constrainta(SB,SC) :- SC >= SB + 3 . 
11;1.aj_constrainta(SB,SC) ~- SB >= SC + 6. 

This predicate indicates that jobs B and C cannot be performed at the same time 
due to the sharing of resources. We can then express the constraints for the project 
tbat involves the above precedence and disjunctive constraints as follows: 

constrainta(SA,SB,SC,SD,SE ,SF,SG,SEnd) :-
prec_constrainta(SA,SB,SC,SD,SE ,SF,SG,SEnd), diaj_conatrainta(SB ,SC). 

Given the duration Du in which the project is supposed to be carried out, a schedule 
that satisfies the schedule constraints can be expressed as follows: 

schedule(Du,SA,SB,SC,SD,SE,SF,SG,SEnd) :-
gen(Du,SA), gen(Du,SB), gen(Du,SC), gen(Du,SD), gen(Du,SE), 
gen(Du,SF), gen(Du,SG), gen(Du,SEnd), 
constraints(SA,SB,SC,SD,SE,SF,SG,SEnd). 

Here predicate gen/2 generates all possible time slots (integers) in a given duration. 

3.1 Ordering Subgoals 

Seki and Furukawa have presented a technique of tral!sforming a generate and teat 
program into a more efficient program by interleaving generators and constraints using 
the mode information of the generators (12) . ln their method, subgoals are unfolded 
and rearranged so that constraints are interleaved into generators immediately after 
the constraints become active. Using this technique, the predicate achedule/9 can 
be transformed into the following more efficient predicate: 



Benchmarks GT SF GO SF/GO AT 
send-more-money 3600.0 l 34.6400 0.0781 443.53 61.329 
eight-queens 2496.650 0.9879 0.9879 1.00 12.860 
five-houses 3600.0 t 0.3451 0.1382 2.50 20.800 
job-scheduling 3600.0 t 4.2800 0.7531 5.68 5.790 
liar-puzzle 0.0659 0.0067 0,0068 0.99 0.240 
magic-squares 3600.0 t 0.8469 0.2322 3.65 36.629 
map-coloring 2608.700 3.4029 0.8948 3.80 22.160 
network-flow 1595.650 0.7855 0.6649 1.18 20.439 

Table 1: Measurements for goal ordering transformation (times in aeconda) 

achedule(Du,Si,SB,SC,SD,SE,SF,SG,SEnd) : 
gen (Du,Si ), gen(Du,SD), SD >=SA + 2, 
gen(Du,SF), SF>= SD + 6, gen(Du,SG), SG >=SF+ 3, 
gen(Du , SE) , SG >= SE + 2, gen(Du,SEnd) , SEnd>= SG + 1, 
gen(Du,SB), SB >=SA+ 2, SE >= SB + 3 , 1 
gen(Du,SC) , SC >= SA+ 2, SE >= SC + 6, diaj_conatrainta(SB,SC). 

The benchmark programs are measured for a generate and test version (GT), a version 
using the transformation technique of Seki and Furukawa (SF), and one using our 
goal ordering transformation technique based on number of solutions information 
(GO) . The result is shown in Table 1, where 3600.01 denotes that the correspondin& 
execution time is over one hour. The last column AT in the table shows the analyail 
time for estimating the number of solutions information using the 1-expansion n
cliques algorithm. The result shows that the goal ordering transformation based 
on the number of solutions information produces more efficient program than Seki 
and Furukawa's technique for all the benchmark programs except the liar puzzle 
program. For this program, the !-expansion n-cliques algorithm infers that there ia 
only one domain value satisfying the constraints in the program for every variable. 
Therefore, the ordering decision is solely based on the number of forward-checkable 
constraints associated with each variable. However, in our simple scheme, different 
types of constraints are not distinguished between themselves. We can easily see that 
equalities usually prune more search space than inequalities, and they should have 
heavier weight than inequalities. The worse performance of the GO version of the liar 
puzzle program is mainly due to this kind of imprecision. 

3.2 Reducing Variable Domains 
Since the n-cliques algorithm gives an upper bound estimation, if the number of 
solutions associated with a variable value is inferred to be zero, we can safely remove 
this value from the corresponding domain at compile time. Moreover, recall that the 
1-expansion n-cliques algorithm is applied to every variable to obtain the number of 
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DR NR/DR SF DR 11,,,, r.l•marks SF GO NR 
0.0614 0.0411 1.09 777.92 

111 nd more-money 34.640 0.0781 
11.62 0.1382 0.0856 0.0297 2.88 1\ vn-houses 0.3451 

8.19 83.76 
11111 ~ cheduling 4.2800 0.7531 0.4187 0.0511 

1.12 0.0068 0.0065 0.0060 1.08 llnr puzzle 0.0067 
1.03 1.78 

1111Lwork-flow 0 .7855 0.6649 0.4531 0.4418 

. d . timization (times in seconds) ' l'nble 2: Measurements for domatn re ucmg op 

. th t value cannot lead to a eplution·, euluUons for all the variable values. Kr.~~g ; ain the consistency graph without 
Wll rnn also safely remov~ the cor~espon l.ng ver ~ th the efficiency and precision of anrrling correctness. Thts redu_ctton can amprove o 
'"" !·expansion n-cliques algonthm. h redicate gen/2 can be specialized into 'l' herefore for the example problem, t e p . ' d" t ile tune· th following new generator pre tcates a comp . 

gen_b(3). gen_b(4). gen_b(B). gen_b(9). 
gen_c(6) . gen_e(7). 1

,n_a (1) . gen_a(2). 
a•n_c(3). gen_c(4). 
a•tt_d(3). gen_d(4) . 
a•n_t(9). gen_f(10). 

gen_d(6). gen_e(11) . 
gen_f (11). gen_g(13) . 

gen_e(12) . 
gen_g(14) . 

a•n end(14) . gen_end(16). 
- been conducted on the benchmark programs. t~xperimental measurements haveh . ares and the map coloring programs h th eight queens t e magtc squ · . f Among t em, e - . ' b d Since the program transformation rom luwe no variable values that can. e rem(_oveh. . GO) to a generator using a set . · predicate m t e vers1on 1\ generator usmg recursive . . we use the version using facts to metv of facts usually also reduce the exe~utlo~ t~e, timization Combined with the goal 

llllre the sole effects from the domam re ucatengd ofip a version .without domains reduced . ch . the programs are execu or . 1 2 '£\... ordermg te mque, . d d (DR) The results are shown m Tab e . nom 
(NR) and one with dom~ re t::e oal ordering transformation and the domain rethe measurements, combmmg g t" on of the send-more-money puzzle and ducing optimization can speed up the execuf 1 th a hundred ·Notice also that 

d 1. ms by a factor o more an . . al t.he job sche u mg progra · . ams the !-expansion n-cl1ques -for the five-houses puzzle and t~eblllar puzzlet prog~alue' in the domain can satisfy the 
h ·_r th t for each vana eat mos one d . th gorit m lwers a Co tl after reducing the variable omams, ese t aints in the problem. nsequen y, . cons r be solved without any ba.cktracking at runtime. programs can . 

3.3 Determining Instantiation Order of Variable Values . 
. la.nning and vision problems, findmg For some applications , such as theorem provJtnhg, p lications s~ch as combinatorial 

1 . . fficient For some o er app ' all a. single so ubon as su . . I . . ght In this latter situation, usu y, . . t" problems an optunal so ut1oD 18 sou . opt1m1za 1on , 

---
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Benchmarks NO co NO/CO 
send-more-money 22.370 9.540 2.34 
eight-queens 41.590 13.530 3.07 
job-scheduling 0.292 0.243 1.20 
magic-squares 19.251 5.089 3.78 
network-flow 0.730 0.2~9 2.53 

Table 3: Measurements for clause ordering transformation (times in milliseconds) 

the branch and bound algorithm is employed, and a first solution is sought aa soon all 

possible so that we can start the pruning early. In aJJ these cases, the order in which 
the domain values are instantiated to the variables may have a profound effect on the 
performance. 

In the example problem, suppose we are interested in obtaining any .one of the 
schedules that satisfy the schedule constraints rather than all of them. Then we 

can use the number of solutions information to determine the instantiation order or 
variable values. A simple heuristic is to choose the value that is associat~ with 
the most number of solutions 88 the first value to be instantiated. Thus using the 
information about the number of solutions, we can rearrange the order of the clauae~ 
in the generator predicates 88 follows: 

gen_a{1) . gen_a(2) . gen_b{3). gen_b{S). gen_b{9) . gen_b{4). gen_c{3). gen_c{6) . gen_c{7). gen_c(4). 
gen_d(3). gen_d(4). gen_d{6) . gen_e{12). gen_e{11). gen_f(11) . gen_f(10). gen_f(8). gen_g(14). gen_g{13). 
gen_end{16) . gen_end(14). 

Experimental measurements have been conducted on the benchmark progra.nu. 
Among them, the !-expansion n-cliques algorithm infers that for the five-houses puz
zle and the Har puzzle programs, there is at most one variable value satisfying the 
constraints in the program for each variable, and for the map coloring program, all 
the variable values are associated with the same number of solutions for each variable. 
Thus the measurements for these three programs are not included . Combined with 
the goal ordering technique, the programs are executed for a version using natural de> 

main value order (NO) and a version using the order generated by our clause ordering 
technique (CO). The result is shown in Table 3. It shows that for all the bench
mark programs, the version using clause ordering technique performs better than the 
version using natural order. 
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Abstract 

We address the problem of compile-time detection f . . . 
dant numeric constraints in CLP w . 

0 unpliot. and redun
straints hav · programs. vve discuss how this kind of con

b d e sever~ unJ>?rtant applications in the general field of semantia 
ase program marupulahon and 'fi aU . . 

ta.ck tile problem in . . a) , dspea c. y, opttmlZed compilation. We at-
an ongrn an effectave way Th b · 'd 

our approach are: (l) the use of a . · ~ asac 1 eas underlying 

techniques originally developed in ~~:o:;;a;; ~~~c~ffi~ent . ~onstraint inference 

niques allow great flexibility m dealing with th . I~ ~te/lligen.c~. These tech
the analysis And (2) th · t . e comp enty preaston tradeoff of 

· e an egrat1on of these techni ' thin . 

framework for the definition of non-standard seman~~: o~LP ~ ap~ropn;te 
one notable advantage of this combined approach is that a't aU . et s ~w t hat 
often e.xist' b ows o CJ.Ose t e 

. rng gap etween the formalization of data-flow anal . . 
abstract anterpretation a.nd the possibility of effi . t . I ysJS _m terllll of 
preliminary results (both . t f . aen unp ementatJons. Some 

an erms o compleXIty and · · ) b . . 
our prototype implementation are presented. preos.lon o tuned w:ath 

1 Introduction 

Const~aint logic programming (CLP) is a generalization of the ure lo . . 
paradtgm (LP), having similar model- th t' fixp . P ~c programmmg 

[14] . The CLP notion of constraint solvin;~:e :~iven ~~:tb a.n_d ~per:tJOnal semantics 

the one of unification over some Her brand univers Th. _raJc s rue ure encompasses 

advantage, in terms of expressivity and fl 'bTt e. IS gtves CLP languages a great 

grams can also be naturally more efficiente~~.:Ot [h over LP. In some cases CLP pr~ 
of the ability of reasoning directly in the "d . e[ d~rrespondent LP ones, because 

. 1 . omrun o Jscourse" (e g 1 'th . ) 
WJt lout requiring complicated encodin s of d t b. . ., rea lUI metJc ' 

ever, the basic operational step in CL~ a a o Jects. as first-order terms. Bow
program executiOn, a test for solvability of 
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'"''"traint.s, is generally far more involved than unification. Furthermore, a correct 

l111pl mentation of a CLP language needs a C()mplete solver, that is a full decision 

I'"" l'dure for the satisfiability of constraints in the language's domain(s) . The in

ttiHrriminate use of such complete solvers in their full generality can lead to severe 

lll"lllciencies. For these reasons, the optimized compilation ofCLP programs can give 

11iw to impressive performance improvements, even more impressive than the ones 

11ht llinable for the compilation of Prolog. Data-flow analysis of CLP programs has 

11 jl,rcnt potential in obtaining valuable information for the compiler, and promises 

playing a fundamental role in the achievement of the last point in the following CLP 

wiHh list: (1) retaining the dedarativity and flexibility of logic programming; (2) 

rtllgtnenting expressivity by allowing direct programming in the intended computa.

Uoual domain; and (3) gaining competitivity, in terms of efficiency, with respect to 

uf.l1cr programming paradigms. In this work we are concerned with a specific kind of 

nunlysis for CLP programs over numeric domains. 
There are several CLP languages which incorporate some kind of numeric d~ 

1111\ins. Here is a list (with the particular numeric domains in parentheses) (15]: 

( IIIP (numeric constraints over finite domains, linear rational constraints): CLP(J?.) 

(real linear arithmetic, delay mechanism for non-linear constraints), Prolog-IJI (linear 

mtional arithmetic), Trilogy (linear integer arithmetic), CAL (linear rational arith

luctic, possibly non-linear equations), RISC-CLP(Real) (real arithmetic), CLP(BNR) 

(nriLhmetic on real intervals), clp(FD) (finite domains), Echidna {finite domains and 

t NJ.I intervals arithmetic). 
Roughly speaking, the target of the data-flow analysis we present is the derivation 

of numeric constraints that, at some program point p, are either 

implicit i.e., they are not present in the program's text at p, but they are guaranteed 

to hold if the computation from p has to succeed; or 

truly redundant i.e., they are in the program's text at p, but they are either implied 

by the constraints accumulated before reaching p (in this case they could be 

ignored) or they will be implied by the other constraints collected through any 

successful computation from p (in which case they can be subject to simplified 

treatment). We call these constraints past redundant and future redundant, 

respectively1 • 

redundant i.e., they are present in the program's text at p, or they are implicit at p. 

Notice that adding a redundant constraint c at p would result in c being future 

redundant. 

Since in this paper we restrict ourselves to considering only clause entry and clause 

(successful) exit as program points, we could have used the expressions numeric 

call patterns and numeric success patterns to denote redundant constraints at those 

points. However we decided to use the implicit/redundant terminology because it 

helps in understanding the applications . 
Our interest in automated detection of implicit and redundant numeric constraints 

is motivated by the wide range of applications they have in semantics-based program 

1 ln (17] a monl rn•Lrlotlvo notion of future redundAncy ia defined. 
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manipulation . Moreover, while analysis techniques devoted to the discovery of implicit 
constraints over some Berbrand universe are well known (e.g., depth-k (22]), in the 
field of numerk domains very little has been done. An exception is represented by 
the work described in [19]. However, the analyses they propose are limited to linear 
constraints and use simple description domains which, though allowing for efficient 
implementations, cannot obtain precise information about constraints interplay. 

We present a general methodology for the detection of numeric constraints which 
fall into the above classification. The techniques we use for reasoning about arithmetic 
constraints come from the world of artificial intelligence, and are known under the 
generic name of constraint propagation [8). Notice that we do not commit ourselves 
to any specific CLP language, even though all the languages mentioned above can be 
profi tably analyzed with the techniques we propose. In particular, we allow and reason 
about linear and non-linear constraints, integer, rational, and real numbers as well as · 
interval domains. The work we present here was started in [2] in the restricted context 
of finite domains, the analysis for the detection of future redundant constraints was 
sketched in (4). and the constraint propagation techniques we use were pre_sented in 
[5). All the other things in this paper are new. Due to space limitations we wiU be 
very superficial on some parts, even though we try to convey1 all the essential ideas. 
However, the interested reader will find every detail in [3). 

The main part of the paper is in Section 2 which describes, with some original 
material , the applications of redundant constraints. Section 3 gives a brief description 
of the constraint propagation techniques employed, while Section 4 sketches the kind 
of semantics treatment we have developed for describing our analysis in the frame
work of abstract interpretation. Some preliminary results obtained with a prototype 
implementation of our analyzer, even though disseminated through Section 2, are 
summarized in Section 5. Section 6 concludes with some remarks and directions for 
future work. 

2 What Redundant Constraints Are For 

In this section we show a number of applications for redundant constraints. Some 
of them are domain-independent, but we concentrate on redundant constraints over 
numeric domains. We wiU see that the range of situations where they prove to be 
useful is quite wide. It should then be clear that their automatic detection is very 
important for the whole field of semantics-based manipulation of CLP programs. The 
first four subsections are devoted to applications related to the compilation of CLP 
programs. Traditionally, this is one of the major interest areas for data-flow analysis. 
The remaining two subsections describe applications of redundant constraints to the 
improvement of other data-flow analyses. 

2.1 Domain Reduction 

ln CLP systems supporting finite domains, like CHIP, clp(FD) and Echidna, vari
ables can range over finite sets of integer numbers. T hese sets must be specified by 
the programmer. There are combinatorial problems, such as n-queens, where this 
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operation is trivial: variables denoting row or column indexes range over { 1, ... , n} . 
For other problems, like scheduling, the ranges of variables are not so obvious. Leav
ing the user alone in the (tedious) task of specifying the lower and upper bounds for 
nny variable involved in the problem is inadvisable. On one hand the user can give 
bounds that are too tight, thus loosing solutions. On the other hand he can exceed in 
being conservative by specifying bounds that are too loose. In that case be will incur 
inefficiency, as finite domains constraint solvers work by gradually eliminating values 
from variable's ranges. 

A solution to this problem is either to assist the user during program development 
or to provide him with a compiler able to tighten the bounds he has specified. In this 
ease the programmer can take the relaxing habit of being conservative, relying on the 
compiler 's ability of achieving domain reduction. Whatever the programmer's habit is, 
domain reduction at compile-time can be an important optimization as possibly many · 
inconsistent values can be removed once and for all from the variable's domains. This 
has to be contrasted with the situation where these inconsistent values are removed 
over and over again during the computation. 

The following example is somewhat unnatural, but it shows how it can be difficult 
(or an unassisted human to provide good variable's bounds. In contrast, it shows how 
relatively tight bounds can be hidden in a program and how they can be 'discovered 
hy means of data-flow analysis. It is a finite domain version of the McCarthy's 91-
fu nctioa: 

domain mc([O, 200], [0, 2000]). 

C1 : mc(N, M) :- N > 100, M = N- 10 0 . 

C2: mc(N, M) N $ lOO,T= N + 11 

0 mc(T, U), mc(U, M). 

T he analyzer mentioned in Section 5 is able to derive the success patterns2 t$1 , for 
clause Ct, and t/J2, for clause C2, such that: 

t/Jt => 100 < N $ 2001\ 90 < M $ 190, 

t/J2 => 0$ N $ 100 /\ 90 < M $91/\90 < U $ 101. 

Notice how the analyzer correctly infers that any finite derivation from the second 
clause must end up with an answer constraint entailing ME {90, 91]. Since variables 
1\rC constrained to take integer values3 it can be concluded that M must be bound to 
QJ. 

2.2 E xtracting Determinacy 

In the history of efficient Prolog execution a major role has been played by the avoid
Ruce of unnecessary backtracking, since this is the principal source of inefficiency. 
'l' hese efforts go back to the WAM [24) with the indexing mechanism used to reduce 

2 Every example of redundant constraint we give is one that our CWTCllt prot.otype implement.atlon 
I• able to detect . 

3 ActuaiJy, this knowledge can be easily incorporated into the analyur. 
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shallow backtracking. A more general way of avoiding backtracking is to use global 
· anal~sis for detec~ing conditions under which clauses may succeed in a program (de
termmacy analysts). Run-time tests to check this conditions may allow for choice 
point elimination or, at least, for reduction of backtracking search (determinacy ex
ploitation). 

Notice that backtracking in CLP can be significantly more complex than in Prolog. 
The reason is that in CLP languages it is not enough to store a reference to variables 
that have become bound since the last choice point creation, and to unbind them 
on backtracking. In CLP it is generally necessary to record changes to constraints, 
as expressions appearing in them can assume different forms while the computation 
proceeds. 

We show here, more or less foUowing the exposition in [9), how redundant con
straints can be used for determinacy discovery and exploitation. Consider a CLP 
program P and a clause in P of the form 

(1) 

Suppose now that data-flow analysis of P computes the success pattern q, for clause C 
- I 

and the call pattern t/J for atom p(X). Defme the clause con4ition of Cas c) = ¢>/\ t/J. c) 

is a necessary condition for C to succeed when p is invoked from a successful context. 
In other words, every successful computation calling C is such that, on successful exit 

. from C, the accumulated constraint entails<), This fact can be captured by rewriting 
'clause C into 

(2) 

Let now P' be the program obtained by transforming each clause of the form (1) into 
the form (2) as explained. It turns out that P and P ' are logically equivalent, and that 
the exposed clause conditions can be used for detecting and exploiting determinacy 
in the compilation of P. ln fad , suppos:e the predicate p being defined in P by 
clauses Ct, ... , Cm with respective success patterns ¢>1, • •• , if>m and clause conditions 
4>t , . .. , 4>m . The best we can hope for is that, for each i,j E {1 , ... , m} with i ::f: j, 
</>i 1\ </>j is unsatisfiable. In that case p is deterministic. Or, if the above condition 
fail s, it may happen that ci>, 1\ 4>j is unsatisfiable whenever i ::f: j. Thus p might 
not be deterministic in itself, but we are guaranteed that in P it is always used 
in a determinate way. In both cases, when the conditions are simple enough to be 
checked , it is possible to avoid the creation of a choice point jumping directly to the 
single right clause. Weaker assumptions still allow to exclude clauses from search 
by partitioning the set of clauses into "mutually incompatible" subsets. or course, 
determinacy exploitilot ion requires the existence of an adequate indexing mechanism. 
As an example consider the famous CLP program expressing the Fibonacci sequence: 

Ct : fib(N, F) N = 0, F = 1 o . 
C2 : fib(N, F) N = 1, F = 1 o . 
C3: fib(N, F) :- N > 1, F = Ft + F2, 

0 fib(N- 1, Ft), fib(N- 2, F2). 
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Our analyzer derives the following success patterns4
: 

if>t =? N = 0, F = 1 

</>2 =? N = 1, F = 1 

¢>3 =? N ~ 2, F ~ 2 

Notice that when fib is called with the first argument instantiated (or definite) , a 
simple test 

1

allows to select the appropriate clause without creating a choice point. 
When fib is called with its second argument instantiated then a similar test allowe.at. 
least to discriminate between {C1, C2 } (a choice point is necessary) and Cs (no cho1ce 
point). In both cases some calls can be made to hit an immediate failure instead of 
proceeding deeper before failing or looping forever, e.g., fi b(1.5, X) , fib( X, 1.5). 

2.3 Static Call Graph Simplification 

Suppose we are given a methodology for approximate deduction of implicit con
straints. Then, if the approximate constraint system has a non-trivial .notion of 
consistency5 , we also have a methodology for approximate consistency checking whic.h 
we can use for control-Bow analysis of CLP programs. By soundness, when false 18 
derived as an implicit constraint we can safely conclude that the original set of con
straints was tmsatisfiable, and that the computation branch responsible for this state 
of affairs is dead, i.e., it cannot possibly lead to any success. 

This information can be employed at compile-time to generate a simplified call 

graph for the program at band. Let 

p(X ) :- qt(Yi), ... , qn(Yn)· 

be a program clause, and let the predicate % 1 ~ i ~ n, be defined by clauses 
Cn, ... , C;m . While performing the analysis we_ may discover that whenever _we use 
clause C;j 

1 
with 1 ~ j ~ m , to resolve with q;(Yt) , we en~ up wi_th an unsat1sfiable 

constraint. In this case we can drop the edge from the q;(Yt) call m the above clause 
to C; . from the syntactic call graph of the program. This simplification can be used 
for g~nerating faster code6 • We illustrate thls point by means of an exampl~. Our 
analyzer produces the following call graph representation, when presented wtth the 

fib p rogram: 

C3 :- {C2, C3} , {C.,C2,C3}. 

T he above notation can be read as follows: if a call to clause C3 bas to succeed , 
then the first atom will give rise to a call whose range is restricted to clauses c'J 
and C3 while the second atom wiU result in an unrestricted call, i.e., whose range 
is cons~ituted by C1, C2 , and C3 • In other words, when treating the first recursive 

•The same pai.Lem11 would h.ave been derived even i£ N > 1 did not appear in C3. 
~Thls is not the case for, Jet 's say, groundness or d efiniteness analysis, where constraints an:. of th11 

form X = gnd and X = anr . It is our case where, clearly, {X < 0, X ?: 1} t- Jal1e (see Sectton 3), 

and the case of depth-k abstraction [22]. . 
6We d o n ot want to make a strong claim here, but we have not found any prevJolllly publl•hl!d 

proposal for this optimization. 
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call of clause Ca, clause C1 can be forgotten. This information allows for search 

space reduction without any overhead, in the case where the third clause of fib i1 

called with the first argument uninstantiated, that is, when search is not avoidable. 

Figure 1 shows how this can be achieved by means of a simple compilation scheme in 

the setting of the WAM and its extensions (16]. 

fib/3..1 : 

fib/3..2: 
fib/ 3.2a: 
fib/3..3 : 
fib/3..3a : 

try..me_else fib/3..2 

< code for clause 1 > 
retry..me_else :tib/3..3 

< code for clause 2 > 
trust ...me 

call fib/3..2..3 
call fib/3-1 

fib/3.2_3: try fib/3..2a 

trust :tib/3...3a 

Figure 1: Call graph simplification: fragment of WAM-like code for the 3rd cla.uee of fib \Q 

be executed when tbe fust argument is not definite. 

Notice how this simple transformation reduces the amount of backtracking. In 

fact every time clause Ca is invoked a pointless call to clause C1 is avoided, with the 

consequent saving of one backtracking. Indeed, it is easy to think about more involved 

~a.mples where t~e pruned computation branch would have proceeded deeper before 

fathng, thus wastmg more work. When the number of applicable clauses is found to 

be one, a choice point can be avoided, thus achieving greater savings. In these eases 

determinacy is exploited without any run-time effort. In contrast, the optimization is 

always achieved without any time overhead at the price of at most a small constant 

increase of space usage for additional code. An example where choice point' creations 
are avoided is the following: 

Ct: square(N,SN) :- N = O,SN = 0 0 . 

c2 : square(N, SN) N = M + 1, SN = SM + 2 . M + 1 

0 square(M, SM ). 

Ca : square3(X, Y, Z) :- X < Y, Y < Z, Sx + Sv = Sz 

0 square( X , Sx ), square(Y, Sy ), 

square(Z, Sz ). 

where the detected ca11 graph is given by 
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~A FUture R edundant Constraints Optimization 

A11 mentioned in the introduction, we say that a constraint is future redundant if, 

11ll cr the satisfiability check, adding or not adding it to the current constraint (i.e., 

tile constraint accumulated so far in the computation), will not affect any answer 

, mu!Lraints. Consider the (by now standard) example: 

Ct: mortgage(P,T,J,R,B) :- T= 1, 

B = P • (1 + 1/1200)- R o . 
C2 : mortgage(P, T , I , R, B) :- T > 1, Tt = T- 1, P ~ 0, 

Pt = P • (1 + 1/1200)- R 

0 mortgage( Pt, T1 ,I, R , B). 

lu any derivation from the second clause the constraint Tt = T - 1 A T1 > 1 or 71 = 

'I' - 1 A Tt = 1 will be encountered , and both imply T > 1. Thus T > 1 in the second 

r lnuse is future redundant. If T is uninstantiated, not adding the future redundant 

eonstrajnt reduces the "size" of the current constraint, thus reducing the complexity 

of any subsequent satisfiability check. A dramatic speed-up is obtainable thanks 

Lo this optimization [17]. Notice that the definition of future redundant constraint 

given in (17) is more restrictive than ours and , while allowing a stronger result for 

tl1c equivalence of the optimized program with respect to the original one, it fails 

to capture situations which can be important not only for compilation purposes (see 

Section 2.5.1 below). As an example, consider a version of fib having a constraint 

Ji' ~ 2 or weaker in the recursive clause. This is fu ture redundant for our definition 

(and is recognized by the analyzer), while it is not such for the definition in [17). 

2.5 Improving any Other Analysis 

ft is well known that different data-ftow analyses can be combined together. In the 

framework of abstract interpretation this is aebjeved by means of standard construc

tions such as direct reduced product [7). The combined analysis can be more precise 

th an each of the component ones. However, what we want to emphasize here, is that 

redundant constraint analyses can improve both the precision and the efficiency of 

MIY other analysis. This is due to the ability, described in Section 2.3, of discovering 

computation branches which are dead. The obvious implication is that these branches 

can be safely excluded from analysis, thus resulting in improved efficiency, because less 

branches need to be analyzed, and better precision, beeause the merge-over-all-path8 

operation needed for ensuring soundness [6] has potentially a less dramatic effect. We 

illustrate this last point by means of an example. Consider the following predicate 

definition : 

C1 : r(X,Y,Z) :- Y<X,Z =OO . 

C2: r(X,Y,Z) :- Y~X,Z=Y-XD. 

T his defines the so called ramp function , and is one of the linear piecewise functions 

which are used to build simple mathematical models of valuing options and other 
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financial instruments such as stocks and bonds [1 8). Suppose we are interested in def· 
init.eness analysis7 of a program containing the above clauses. A standard definiteoe811 
analyzer cannot derive any useful exit pattern for a call to r(X, Y, Z) whose context 
is X = any A Y = any A Z = any, even though the "real" call pattern implied Y < X . 
Jn contrast, it may well be the case that, in the same situation, the definiteness ana
lyzer combined with ours '(or supplemented with the simplified call graph described 
in Section 2.3) can deduce the exit pattern Z = gnd. This is due to the ability of 
recognizing that, in the mentioned context, only clause C1 is applicable. Indeed, thia 
is what happens in the option program distributed with the CLP('R.) system. 

2.5.1 Improving the Results of some Other Analyses 

The previous section showed how our analysis can generally improve the others. There 
are, however, more specific situations where its results may be of help. For example; 
the freeness analysis proposed in (10) can be greatly improved by the detection of 
fu ture redundant constraints. In fact , their abstraction is such that constraints like 
N ~ 0 "destroy" (sometimes unnecessarily) the freeness of N. This kind of constraints 
are very commonly used as clause guards, and many of them can be recognized as b~ 
ing future redundant. This information imply that they do not need to he abstracted, 
with the couesponding precision gain. 

The analysis described in [12] aims at the compil~time detection of those non
linear constraints, which are delayed in the CLP('R.) implementation , that will become 
linear at run time. This analysis is important for remedying the limitation of CLP('R.) 
to linear constraints by incorporating powerful (and computationally complex) meth
ods from computer algebra as the ones employed in RISC-CLP(Real). Wi th the 
results of the above analysis this extension can be done in a smooth way: non-linear 
constraints which are guaranteed to become linear will be simply delayed, while only 
the other non-linear constraints wilJ be treated with the special solving techniques. 
Thus, programs not requiring the extra power of these techniques wilJ be hopefully 
recognized as such, and will not pay any penalties. The analysis of [12) is a kind of 
definiteness. One of its difficulties shows up when considering the simplest non-linear 
constraint: X = Y • Z . Clearly X is definite if Y and Z are such. But we cannot 
conclude that the definiteness ofY follows from the one of X and Z, as we need also 
the condition Z :f: 0. Similarly, we would like to conclude that X is definite if Y or 
Z have a zero value. 1t should then be clear how the results of the analysis we pro
pose can be of help: by providing approximations of the concrete values of variables, 
something which is not captured by common definiteness analyses while being crucial 
when dealing with non-linear constraints. 

3 Arithmetic Reasoning 

Our analysis is based on constraint inference (a variant of constraint propagation} [8] . . 
This technique, developed in the field of AI, has been applied to temporal and spatial 
reasoning [1, 23). 

7 1.e. aimed at discovering variables which are conatr&ined to a unique value. 

Let us focus our attention to arithmetic domains, where the constraints are binary 
n•lnlions over expressions. We represent them by means of labelled digraphs. Nodes 
hr<' called quantities and are labeled with the corresponding arithmetic expression a~d 
11 vnriation interval . Edges are labelled with relation symbols. An example appears 111 
flgure 2. Conjunction of constraints is handled by connecting digraphs in the obvious 
way, merging the nodes having equal labels. 

> 

[0, +oo) (0,1) 

Figure 2: Simple example of constraint network representing the (conjunctive) set of con
KLraints {X+ Y > 2 • Z , X+ Y E (0, +oo), h Z E (0,1)} · 

Let us consider a digraph representing a conjunction of constraints. We can enrich 
it by either adding new edges to it or by adding (stronger} relation~ to the la~els of 
(•xisting edges or by refining the interval labels. or course, we are mterested .map
proximate but sound deduction. To this purpose we use a. num?er of comput~taonal~y 
<'ffi cient techniques, both qualitative (on the ordinal relattonshtps between artthmettc 
expressions} and quantitative (on the values these expressions ~an take) . ~ll these 
t,cchniques are integrated, that is, inference made with one techmque. c~n tngger fur
t.her inferences by the other ones. As a result the range of arithmetic mferences the 
system is able to perform is quite wide and suitable for our application. ~n e~ample 
of qualitative technique is computing the transitive closure of the constramt dagraph 
using the following table: 

11<1<1>1>1=1#:1 
< < < ?? ?? < ?? 
< < < ?? ?? < 1? 

> ?? ?? > > > ?? 

> 1? ?? > > > 1? 

= < < > > - "' "' ?? ?? ?? ?? 

"' 
?? 

New relationships are found by looking up the relevant table en~ries: For ex~pl~, 
the system infers A < C from A $ B, B < C. A classical quantttattve tec~mque as 
inten~al arithmetic which allows to infer the variation interval of an express1on from 
tbe intervals of its sub-expressions. An example inference is: A E [3, 6) A B E [-1, 5] 1-
A+B E (2, 11). Another important technique is relational. arithm.etic [23} which infe~s 
constraints on the qualitative relationship of an expresston to tts arguments. It as 
encoded by a number of axiom schema, for example, for each t><l E { =, :/;, $ <, ~. >}: 



z l><l 0 ~ (z + y) l><l y 

(z > 0 A y > 0) ~ { z l><l 1 ~ (z • y) l><l y 
Yl><l1 ~ (z * y) l><l z 

(z > 0 A y < 0) ~ (z l><l-y ~ -ll><l (z/y)) 
z l><l y ~ e'" l><l ~ 

An ~ample of .in~erence .is: X ~ 0 A Y ~ 0 1- X + 1 5 y + 2X + 1. Notice that 

there lB no restn ct1on to lmear constraints The last techn'1q t' · · 
. · ue we men 1on 18 numenc 

constroa~nt propagation, which consists in determining the relationship between two 

quant1.t1es when their associated intervals do not overlap, except possibly at their 

endpomts. For example, if A E ( - oo 2] B E [2 +oo) and c E [5 10] · r 

that A< B d A . ' ' ' ' ' ' we can maer 
- an <C. It IS also p~ible to go the other way around, i.e., knowing 

that U < V may all~w to re~ne the mtervals associated to U and V so that they 

~0 n?t overlap. The mtegrat10n _of these techniques, and possibly others,. allows to 

btam a very good tradeoff between inferential power and computational complexity 

We refer to [3) for an extensive treatment of these issues. · 

I 

4 Generalized, Concrete, and Abstract Semantics 

"":"e adopt a generalized semantics approach, i.e. where semantics is parameterized 

With respec~ to an underlying constraint system, as in [ll) . The main advantages are 

that: (I) ~ttferen~ instances of CLP can be used to define non-standard semantics 

for constratnt log1c programs; and (2) the abstract interpretation of CLP programs 

~an be thus fonz:.alized in;ide t~e CLP paradigm. To achieve this last point one 

as to define an abs~ract (_or, m our case, approximate) constraint system, which 

sou ndly captures the_mterest1ng properties of the "concrete" one. Then the abstract 

and co~crete semanttcs are more easily related, being instances (over two different 

constramt systems) of the same generalized semantics. 

The const~aint systems we use in our formulation are built starting from the 

ones defined In [21]. They are constituted by a set C of atomic constraints (e g 

X * Y = 2 * Z) and. ~n entai/m~nt relation 1- over the subsets of C satisfying so~~ 
very_ reasonable ~nd1~1~ns (refleXIvity and transitivity). In the concrete semantics the 

~ntatl~ent relatton 1- ts defined by the logical theory axiomatizing the computation 

orn_am (e.g., th~ theory RCF of real closed fields). In the approximate semantics the 

ental~ent 1-
1 

will be "less powerful" (e.g. , the one defined by the inference techniques 

of Sec~wn 3). Of course, we must ensure soundness which, roughly speaking amounts 

t.o saymg that C' 1-1 C" ~ C' 1-• C". Any entailment relation defines an u ~r closure 

t)ll~rator over p(C): p(C) = ~ c E C I C 1- c }. Then a minimal first-order ~fructure is 

bu1lt over the ab~ve constramt systems by introducing (soundly correlated concrete 

and abst~a~t verswns ~f) hiding operators 3x, modelling the projection of constraints 

over v":na les, an~ d1agona/ elements dxy, modelling "parameter passing". Our 

generalized semantics of a CLP program p is constructed from these building blocks. 

lfpr(• is the immediate consequence operator defining the bottom-up version: 

C: p(X) :-c o Pt( .. \\), ... ,pn(Xn); 
vars(C) n vars(I) = 0 
Vi= 1, ... , n : 

Pa(Ya) :- c, E I, d; = d_x,,y, ® c,; 
c=c®~®···®c'n; 
c V false. 

where C 1 ® C2 = p(C1 u C2) models (concrete and approximate) conjunction of 

roustraints, while two different flavors of e are used to capture disjunction in the 

roncrete semantics (where the constraint arising from all the computation paths must 

he kept distinct) and in the approximate one (where these constraints are merged 

Logether). As a concluding remark, notice that, in order to ensure the finiteness · 

of our analysis, a widening/narrowing approach [6} is used in the abstract fucpoint 

computation. This is due to the presence of unbounded intervals in our approximate 

constraint system. The interested reader will find all the details in [3]. 

5 Preliminary Results 

Our work on numeric redundant constraint analysis bas been concretized in a proto

type analyzer based on the ideas sketched in Sections 3 and 4. During the design and 

implementation of the prototype we had two objectives in mind: (1) to demonstrate 

the feasil;lility of the approach; and (2) to retain as much "declarativity" as possible, 

in order to end up with an executable specification which would be very useful for 

developing more refined and efficient implementations. The result of this work is 

constituted by about 3200 lines of SICStus Prolog (98% portable). The only syntax 

currently accepted by the analyzer is the one of CLP(n.). We plan to accommodate at 

least CBlP and Prolog-111 in future versions. We cannot describe here the implemen

tation, so we just give some preliminary results of its use. Table 1 reports, for each 

of five different programs, the analysis time (a Sun SPAROstation 10 was used) and 

a description of the benefits obtained. We have met the first four programs before; 

the last one, option, is the more complex and is distributed with the CLP('R.) system. 

Notice that the current prototype does not make use of sophisticated fucpoint 

computation techniques. Furthermore, we have not exploited yet one of the big ad

vantages of cons.t raint propagation techniques: incrementality. For example, even 

though we compile relational and interval arithmetic down to quite efficient code, 

we "execute" the entire code sequence irrespectively of whether the constraint net

work contains enough additional information to obtain something new. In a more 

refined implementation we would use the generated code to attach demons to quan

tities. These demons would be fired only on the occurrence of relevant changes in the 

network. Similar considerations can be done for the numeric constraint propagation 

technique. Even bigger is the room for improvements of transitive closure (now air 

sorbing 60% of the prototype's execution time). First of all we are currently using 

a naive variation of Warshall/Warren algorithm for graph closure [26, 25], since it 



Program II 

fib 

mc91 

square9 

mortgage 

option 

AnaJysis 
Time 

1640 ms 

440 ms 

1180 ms 

200 ms 

11440 ms 

Benefits 

• 1 future redundant constraints (N > 1); 
• deterministic if 1st argument definite0

; 

• partially deterministic if 2nd argument definite; 
• 1 simplified procedure call. 

0 The auccesa pattern N ~ 2 would have been found even in 
case N > 1 was not present in the recursive clau.e. 
• domain reduction°; 
• partially deterministic if 2nd argument definite• . 

0 Thls is the only program for which we have have given a 
finite domain version. or course, domain reduction would be 
achieved (or otbf"r program8 too. 

•It is also deterministic if the let argument is definite. 
• deterministic if 1st argument definite; 
• deterministic if 2nd argument definite; 
• 2 simplified (deterministic) procedure calls. 

• 1 future redundant constraint (N > 1). 

• 2 simplified (deterministic) procedure calls. 

Table 1: Some results obtained by the prototype analyzer implementation. 

is more suitable for the simple Prolog data structures we employ. Much more effi
cient techniques e.>Ust for this task which make use of particular information about 
the graph structure (13] . Secondly, we do not currently make use of the constraint 
network's "macro-structure". The networks arising from our analysis method can be 
partitioned into sub-networks being connected in a very simple tree structure. The 
root is constituted by the network corresponding to a program clause, the leaves are 
networks coming from constrained atoms in the current interpretation, one for each 
atom in the clause body. The root is connected to its children through sheaves of 
edges (i.e., equality constraints). This is a restricted kind of a structure defined and 
studied in [20). Roughly speaking, this allows transitive closure to be applied on a lo
cal sub-network basis, and to become global only if new edges (constraints) are added 
between the nodes (quantities) making up the "interfaces" between sub-networks. 

In summary, many optimizations and clever programming techniques are possible, 
and we expect the new analyzer's implementation we are designing will attain a per
formance improvement of one to two orders of m agnitude over the current prototype. 

6 Conclusions 

We have shown that the compile--time detection of implicit and redundant numeric 
constraints in CLP programs can play a crucial role in the field of semantics based 
program manipulation. This is especially true for the area of optimized compilation, 

where they can enable major performance leaps. Nonethel~, and despi~e the f~t 
t.l.nt almost every existing CLP language incorporates some lund of numeriC domam , 
tlti11 research topic is relatively unexplored . We have attacked the ~ro?le~ by ~daptr 
ing efficient reasoning techniques originating _from ~he world ?f.artlficlalmtelhg~nce, 
where approximate deduction holds the spothght. smce the ongms. Th~ techmques 
have then be integrated into a generalized semantics frame_work, allo-:vmg the easy 
formalization of our dat<Yflow analysis in terms of abstract mterpretat10n. The pre
liminary results obtained with our prototype implementation justify our belief that 
we are on the right way towards satisfactory solutions for the problems of data~flow 
Malysis and highly optimized compilation of CLP programs. . . 

Current and future work includes: (1) studying variants of depth-k approxunat10ns 
to be integrated with ours8 for more precise analysis of real pr~grams; (2) development 
of an "highly-engineered" version of the approximate constramt sol~er; and (3) stu.dy 
of the possible extensions of this work to the concurrent constramt programrmng 
paradigm. 
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